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The Handbook of Dialectology provides an authoritative, up-to-date and unusually broad account of the study of dialect, in one volume. Each chapter reviews essential research, and offers a critical discussion of the past, present and future development of the area. The volume is based on state-of-the-art research in dialectology around the world, providing the most current work available with an unusually broad scope of topics. Provides a practical guide to the many methodological and statistical issues surrounding the collection and analysis of dialect data. Offers summaries of dialect variation in the world’s most widely spoken and commonly studied languages, including several non-European languages that have traditionally received less attention in general discussions of dialectology. Reviews the intellectual development of the field, including its main theoretical schools of thought and research traditions, both academic and applied. The editors are well known and highly respected, with a deep knowledge of this vast field of inquiry.

Divided into three main sections on Phonology, Syntax and Semantics, this new volume on variation in French aims to provide a snapshot of the state of sociolinguistic research inside and outside metropolitan France. From a diatopic perspective, varieties in France, Belgium, Switzerland, Africa and Canada are considered, mainly with respect to phonological features but also focusing on syntactic and lexical evolutions (the relative clause in Ivorian French and discourse markers in Canadian French). The acquisition of stylistic features of French figures in chapters on both first and second language learners and variation across different genres is addressed with respect to non-standard non-finite forms. Finally, a section on semantic change traces the way that interactional and other socio-historical factors affect word meaning. The volume will appeal to (socio-)linguists with an interest in contemporary French as well as to advanced undergraduates and post-graduate students of French and specialists in the field.

This book focuses on aspects of variation and change in language use in spoken and written discourse on the basis of corpus analyses, providing new descriptive insights, and new methods of utilising small specialized corpora for the description of language variation and change. The sixteen contributions included in this volume represent a variety of diverse views and approaches, but all share the common goal of throwing light on a crucial dimension of discourse: the dialogic interactivity between the spoken and written. Their foci range from papers addressing general issues related to corpus analysis of spoken dialogue to papers focusing on specific cases employing a variety of analytical tools, including qualitative and quantitative analysis of small and large corpora. The present volume constitutes a highly valuable tool for applied linguists and discourse analysts as well as for students, instructors and language teachers.

This book is a selection of Peter Trudgill’s major works since 1990, appearing here in updated and revised form. Standard English has evolved and developed in many ways over the past hundred years. From pronunciation to...
language-shift variety. The study adopts a cross-varietal approach for its analyses, which enables a first
more sociolinguistic and archive data, it thereby reveals an intricate network of variation and change in this
largest of the Channel Islands. Based on a specially compiled corpus of spoken material containing both present-
Situated at the crossroads of dialectology, sociolinguistics and contact linguistics, this volume provides a first
specialist.

Areas of current research, which will be of interest to the general sociolinguist as well as the Arabic language
diaspora in Europe and the USA are the focus. The collection as a whole provides wide-ranging introduction to
contains 5 papers in which variation, code-switching and generational language shift in the Arabic-language
language choice in such diverse contexts as popular preaching, humour and Arab women's writing. Part 4
Part 3 examines
diglossic situation, with a particular focus on North Africa. Part 2 explores the relationship of identity and language
This book contains 17 studies by leading international scholars working on a wide range of topics in Arabic socio-
linguistics, divided into four parts. The studies in Part 1 address questions of national language planning in a
issue of language variation and change through a range of methodological and theoretical approaches. In doing

The ten volumes of the "Handbook of Pragmatics Highlights" focus on the most salient topics in the field of
pragmatics, thus dividing its wide interdisciplinary spectrum in a transparent and manageable way. While the
progress, particularly those working on English, and will be welcomed by students, researchers and language
teachers alike. The handbook is informative and engaging, this book will be essential reading for anyone interested in language change in
such as the American influence on British English, have affected Standard English in recent times. Authoritative,
changes which have not been previously documented. He concludes by exploring how social and cultural factors,
demonstrates each of the major developments that have taken place. As well as taking insights from a vast body
large amounts of authentic corpus data, it shows how we can track ongoing changes to the language, and
vocabulary to grammar, this concise survey clearly documents the recent history of Standard English. Drawing on
Examines English in comparison to French, Polish and Japanese Draws on data from the PAC Lancashire,
Boston, Manchester, Michigan and Dunedin corpora, the IDEA corpus and the Greater Poland Speech Corpus
"First issued as an Oxford University Press paperback, 2015"—Title page verso.
Variationist Sociolinguistics: Change, Observation, Interpretation presents a comprehensive, intermediate level examination of Language Variation and Change, the branch of sociolinguistics concerned with linguistic variation.

The book aims to establish whether the patterns of variation that have been reported in French conform to those reported in other languages. A second important theme of this volume is the study of variation across speech styles in American Spanish and Canadian French. Sociolinguistic variation in the French of France has been rather little studied compared to these languages. This volume is the first examination and exploration of variation in French through a comparison with some of the best-known English results. The book is therefore also the first to examine current theories of social-stylistic variation by using fresh quantitative data. These data throw new light on the influence of methodology on results, on why certain linguistic variables have more stylistic value, and on how the strong normative tradition in France moulds interactions between social and stylistic variation.

The study of variation is relevant to sociolinguistic research. Extra materials and answers to the exercises are available at www.wiley.com/go/tagliamonte.

This book is major interest to any researcher or student working in the areas of language variation and change, language contact or dialectology and to those interested in sociolinguistic methodology and the relationships between quantitative analysis of socio-grammatical variation and builds upon her contributions with new lines of inquiry on the role of structure, its relevance for sociolinguistic production and perception and the structured heterogeneity in the writings studied by using comparative sociolinguistic approach, data collection, methodological issues; and addresses state-of-the-art methodologies of variationist sociolinguistics. It represents the most up-to-date coverage of the history, developments, and areas not usually covered in introductory texts, e.g. the phonological, morpho-syntactic, discourse/pragmatic aspects.
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Perspectives From Corpus Linguistics Dialogue Studies

This handbook provides an up-to-date survey of corpus linguistics. Spoken, written, and multimodal corpora serve as the bases for quantitative and qualitative research on many issues of linguistic interest. The two volumes together comprise 61 articles by renowned experts from around the world. They sketch the history of corpus linguistics and its relationship with neighbouring disciplines, show its potential, discuss its problems, and describe various methods of collecting, annotating, and searching corpora, as well as processing corpus data. Key features: up-to-date and complete handbook includes both an overview and detailed discussions gathers together a great number of experts.

The first half of the book establishes and tests the relevance of language variation to other aspects of linguistics such as language change. Novel quantitative and computational methods are introduced and exemplified alongside more traditional approaches. The innovative comparison of methods for collecting and analysing examples of variation in language. As the bases for quantitative and qualitative research on many issues of linguistic interest. The two volumes together comprise 61 articles by renowned experts from around the world. They sketch the history of corpus linguistics and its relationship with neighbouring disciplines, show its potential, discuss its problems, and describe various methods of collecting, annotating, and searching corpora, as well as processing corpus data. Key features: up-to-date and complete handbook includes both an overview and detailed discussions gathers together a great number of experts.
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Access PDF Variation And Change In Spoken And Written Discourse

Communication and gender studies

An essential resource for a wide range of disciplines, from linguistics, psychology, sociology, and anthropology to discourse analysis, corpus linguistics, and variation theory. Provides unrivalled geographic coverage and an array of methodological approaches to language and gender, incorporating new chapters on conversation analysis, critical discourse analysis, and language, gender, and socio-phonetics. New sections focus on key themes and issues in the field, such as language and popular culture; language and sexual identities; language and space; and language and technology. The comprehensive index includes new chapters on research in non-English speaking countries, from Asia to South America.

Significantly expanded and updated, the second edition of The Handbook of Language, Gender and Sexuality brings together a team of the leading specialists in the field to create a comprehensive overview of key historical themes and issues, along with methodologies and cutting-edge research topics. Examines the dynamic ways that gender and sexual identities intersect with language and communication, and how these interactions are shaped by the complex interplay of social, cultural, and historical contexts. Substantially updated for the second edition, the handbook includes contributions from experts in the Americas, Asia, Europe, and Africa, and offers a rich resource for researchers, educators, and practitioners in a range of fields.

Language and Space: An International Handbook of Linguistic Variation seeks to take full account of the expanding geographical field of linguistic research in the 21st century. This first volume of the second edition brings together a team of the leading specialists in the field to create a comprehensive overview of key historical themes and issues, along with methodologies and cutting-edge research topics. Examines the dynamic ways that gender and sexual identities intersect with language and communication, and how these interactions are shaped by the complex interplay of social, cultural, and historical contexts. Substantially updated for the second edition, the handbook includes contributions from experts in the Americas, Asia, Europe, and Africa, and offers a rich resource for researchers, educators, and practitioners in a range of fields.

Significantly expanded and updated, the second edition of The Handbook of Language, Gender and Sexuality brings together a team of the leading specialists in the field to create a comprehensive overview of key historical themes and issues, along with methodologies and cutting-edge research topics. Examines the dynamic ways that gender and sexual identities intersect with language and communication, and how these interactions are shaped by the complex interplay of social, cultural, and historical contexts. Substantially updated for the second edition, the handbook includes contributions from experts in the Americas, Asia, Europe, and Africa, and offers a rich resource for researchers, educators, and practitioners in a range of fields.
The study of language acquisition has taken on new meaning in the last decade. Now seen as part of the study of other forms of language variation across time and space, such as dialects and sociolects, and the study of pidgins and Creoles, it can help to provide a new understanding of how language evolves and what directs its development. Dorit Ravid here provides a study of contemporary speakers of Hebrew, focusing in particular on inflectional morphology. She traces language development from childhood to adulthood in Hebrew speakers, and explores strategies of language acquisition and language processing leading to variation in the spoken Hebrew of speakers of different ages and socioeconomic backgrounds.

A groundbreaking account of the linguistic features of four English dialects and their wider implications for English's development.

The papers in this volume aim at facilitating exchange between three fields of inquiry that are of great importance in historical linguistics: language change, (socio)linguistic research on variation, and contact linguistics. Drawing on a range of recently-developed methodological innovations, such as methods for quantifying the linguistic variation (that is a prerequisite for language change) or new corpus-based methods for investigating text-type variation, the contributors are able to trace linguistic change in different periods and contact situations, demonstrate how variation occurs, and in how far language change results out of this variation. Thus, the chapters go beyond core issues of language variation and change, focusing on the boundary between word and grammar, discourse and ideology in the history of the English language.

Sign language linguists show here that all questions relevant to the linguistic investigation of spoken languages can be asked about sign languages. Conversely, questions that sign language linguists consider—even if spoken language researchers have not asked them yet—should also be asked of spoken languages. The HSK handbook Sign Language aims to provide a concise and comprehensive overview of the state of the art in sign language linguistics. It includes 44 chapters, written by leading researchers in the field, that address issues in language typology, sign language grammar, psycholinguistics, neurolinguistics, sociolinguistics, and language documentation and transcription. Crucially, all topics are presented in a way that makes them accessible to linguists who are not familiar with sign language linguistics.

This book studies worldwide variation in Spanish, and the origins and history of this variation. Written by an international team of leading scholars, this groundbreaking reference work explores the nature of language change and diffusion, and paves the way for future research in this rapidly expanding interdisciplinary field. Features 35 newly-written essays from internationally acclaimed experts that reflect the growth and vitality of the burgeoning area of historical sociolinguistics Examines how sociolinguistic theoretical models, methods, findings, and expertise can be used to reconstruct a language's past in order to explain linguistic changes and developments Bridges the gap between the past and the present in linguistic studies Structured thematically into sections exploring: origins and theoretical assumptions; methods for the sociolinguistic study of the history of languages; linguistic and extra-linguistic variables; historical dialectology, language contact and diffusion; and attitudes to language
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